
 

Dartsy Diaper [TOP]

i did one for a friend who was expecting in the fall. it was her first baby, and she wanted to have a cute cake for her shower. i went to the dollar tree and bought some baby clothes, socks, a cloth diaper, a
shower cap, and a pair of rubber boots. i made 3 layers and put them in a 1 quart clear glass container. i put a picture of her family on top, and decorated it with flowers. at the end, i put a pair of pink socks on
the bottom and filled the bottom with a bunch of tiny baby bibs. at first, it looked like a lot of work, but it really wasnt, and it turned out so cute! i have made this cake twice now for two different shower's. once

was a baby shower and the other was a shower for a girl who was turning 16. i used the same idea as above for the first cake, but the baby shower shower this time was a girl's shower so i made it a little pinker.
i bought a bunch of tiny bows, tiny shoes, baby socks, and princess outfits. i made a layer out of diapers, and then added a pair of socks and princess shoes. i wrapped the cake in a towel and tied it with ribbon
and tied it to the baby's basket. i added the bows and shoes and it looked amazing! i made this cake for a baby shower a couple of years ago, and it turned out so cute. i used a roll of paper towel, some diaper

liners and some cloth diapers. i wrapped a diaper around the paper towel, then added a pair of socks and then the cloth diaper. i wrapped that around the diaper and tied it with ribbon. then i tied the ends of the
ribbon on the top to make it look like a flower. i placed it in a clear glass container. i had an adorable picture of the baby with the flowers and then at the bottom i put some baby socks and diapers. it was a very

simple design, but it was very cute.
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i did one for a friend who was expecting in the fall. it was her first baby, and she wanted to have a
cute cake for her shower. i went to the dollar tree and bought some baby clothes, socks, a cloth
diaper, a shower cap, and a pair of rubber boots. i made 3 layers and put them in a 1 quart clear

glass container. i put a picture of her family on top, and decorated it with flowers. at the end, i put a
pair of pink socks on the bottom and filled the bottom with a bunch of tiny baby bibs. at first, it

looked like a lot of work, but it really wasnt, and it turned out so cute! i have made this cake twice
now for two different shower's. once was a baby shower and the other was a shower for a girl who
was turning 16. i used the same idea as above for the first cake, but the baby shower shower this
time was a girl's shower so i made it a little pinker. i bought a bunch of tiny bows, tiny shoes, baby

socks, and princess outfits. i made a layer out of diapers, and then added a pair of socks and
princess shoes. i wrapped the cake in a towel and tied it with ribbon and tied it to the baby's basket.
i added the bows and shoes and it looked amazing! i made this cake for a baby shower a couple of
years ago, and it turned out so cute. i used a roll of paper towel, some diaper liners and some cloth
diapers. i wrapped a diaper around the paper towel, then added a pair of socks and then the cloth

diaper. i wrapped that around the diaper and tied it with ribbon. then i tied the ends of the ribbon on
the top to make it look like a flower. i placed it in a clear glass container. i had an adorable picture of
the baby with the flowers and then at the bottom i put some baby socks and diapers. it was a very

simple design, but it was very cute. 5ec8ef588b
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